CGI Unify360
Unify your IT Environment

E

nterprises adding cloud-based solutions to their
traditional IT mix are finding that holistic control of
these hybrid environments can be elusive, resulting
in higher costs and risk.
CGI Unify360 is designed to help enterprises feel more confident in moving
to the cloud, gain new approaches to optimize IT investments, speed time
to market and increase competitiveness. CGI Unify360 provides the unified
IT platform, consulting services, frameworks and practices needed to
understand an organization’s entire IT portfolio, create cohesive strategies
that align IT to business objectives and—as a result—maximize IT
investments.
MANAGING, SECURING AND OPERATING FUTURE STATE PORTFOLIOS
Common Priorities:
•
•
•
•

Rationalize and modernize
legacy IT systems in multicloud environments
Control rogue acquisition and
portfolio sprawl
Secure data and systems
across disparate IT
infrastructure
Enable rapid access to
business aligned and relevant
IT services

AD HOC APPROACH

CGI UNIFY360 SOLUTION AND ENTERPRISE BENEFITS

UNIFY360 FEATURES
• Open ecosystem adaptable to client
specific requirements
• Integrated decision-support model
• Standards-based compliance applied
across all applications and data
• Solid governance model
• Robust security capabilities, designed to
support the highest-security levels, such
as sensitive Department of Defense data
and Personally Identifiable Information
• Consulting services and frameworks,
including application portfolio
management
• Partnerships with market-leading CSPs
such as Amazon Web Services and
Microsoft Azure
• Unified, transparent management of
on-premises and cloud-based services
• Global coverage

CGI Unify360 delivers solutions for enterprise priorities:
•

•
•
•

An Agile approach, tools and
expertise to rapidly assess,
transform and manage
systems in a Hybrid model
Lowered costs and risk by
leveraging the optimal cloud
service to meet goals
Enhanced cybersecurity
posture for hosting sensitive
data in hybrid IT portfolios
Innovation and governance
to adapt and scale with the
rapidly changing market

“The solution supports
provisioning, configuration,
incidents, reporting, billing and
workload management for both
traditional IT and cloud-based
solutions, while providing 100%
visibility into the spend, service
availability and security
postures of all elements in the
hybrid IT universe.”
STRATEGIC APPROACH
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ROBUST AND INTEGRATED FRAMEWORK DELIVERING RESULTS

ABOUT CGI

Whether initiated by a government
mandate or business need, those
seeking IT modernization or digital
transformation solutions should
consider the CGI Unify360 Hybrid IT
Transformation and Management
Framework. The framework provides
an adaptable multi-level approach to
addressing hybrid IT requirements
along with a powerful toolkit for true
end-to-end transformation and management afterwards.

Founded in 1976, CGI is one of the world’s
largest IT and business consulting services
firms. We help clients meet business and
mission needs, including becoming
customer-centric digital organizations,
through end-to-end IT and business
consulting, systems integration and
outsourcing services combined with a client
proximity model and global center of
excellence network.

Expert guidance with Unify360 Strategy and
Transformation Consulting Services—from identifying
current assets including “shadow IT,” to assessing
cloud readiness and guiding application
rationalization, refactoring, workload transitions and
balancing, Unify360 offers expert advice and
roadmaps to optimize hybrid IT architectures and
migrations.

CGI provides the tooling and consulting
expertise to deliver an end-to-end IT
modernization solution to help achieve costs
savings, enhanced cybersecurity posture
plus innovation and governance that adapts
to the rapidly changing market.

Migration of your portfolio leveraging the optimal
infrastructure mix through CGI's Hybrid cloud
offerings and our Transformation Engine services—
giving enterprises the power to choose an ideal
infrastructure mix for their unique workload portfolios
and complex requirements—fundamental to enabling
IT modernization to support transformation into agile
customer-centric digital enterprises.
IT Environment Management with the Hybrid IT
Management Platform—for brokering, acquiring,
operating, securing and governing all elements of a
hybrid IT environment. Enables a “single pane of
glass” view into spend, service availability,
performance, security and compliance postures;
aggregated billing and chargeback across cloud and
legacy IT assets; and greater asset utilization through
automation and standardization.
Reliable service management through our Unified
Hybrid IT Managed Services offering. Our global,
24x7 management and integration services include
ITSM, service desk, managed security, brokerage
and multi-vendor management. A holistic security
approach allows organizations to deploy sensitive
workloads with confidence, address emerging threats
and comply with data privacy and sovereignty
regulations.

For more information about CGI, visit
cgi.com/unify360, or email us at
info@cgi.com.
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